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Mentor Details-

UI/UX designer & Mentor
Garima Mehta

UI/UX designer 
Mansi Dave

I am a self taught Experience Designer. I started my career right 
after my graduation in Computer Science Engineering. I bagged an 
internship as a Visual Designer(Love at first sight) and then moved 
to User experience design(Commited to UX relationship), now am 
try to broaden my horizon and learning new skills.


Amruta Salunkhe
UX designer 

I come with a total of 3.5+ years of experience in the industry, 
wherein I started with Infosys and currently work with Capgemini. 
Throughout this period, I have contributed to various phases of 
design across domains. I have worked with one of the Fortune 500 
Telecom conglomerates with Accessibility commitment.


Mentor Details-

User Experience Designer
Shubham Johari

Divesh N. Borse
Senior Art Director (UX) 

Yugandhara Walimbe
Interaction Designer

Being an Interaction Designer, I am focused on creating 
meaningful experiences through design. I have completed 
masters in Visual Design and IX Design. working as UX 
Designer now, I have experience in various domains like 
automobiles, Gaming and Hospitality. I previously worked with 
companies like BOSCH, Crayomi 

Mihir Anand
UX designer

With a Master's in Product design and bachelor's in mechanical 
engineering, having a design experience of 3+ years. Worked in 
product design studio (Jagana Design lab.), strategy and brand 
building company ( Global digital MOJO), and edtech company 
(ImaginXP). Currently I in a phama- manufacturing company 
working on Industrial iot (IIOT), with expertise in Interaction design 

It's been quite a fantastic journey right from MIT institute of design 
where I thought of pursuing my master's in User Experience design. 
The graduation internship in SAP Labs was something that helped me 
in bridging the gap between my academics and industry experience. I 
could try testing the design with actual customers and get their 
feedback on improving the designs. With 7 Years of total experience 
and 4 years of UX design.

I am currently employed as a Senior Art Director (UX) with Publicis 
Sapient. I have completed my Masters in Design from reputed 
Institute of India and worked for 6+ years in design industry. 
Previously, I had worked with a wide range of organisations and 
different domains to develop business ideas and produced digital 
products with the purpose of solving complex human problems.
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Raju Kumar

Industry Project.TwoA

UI/UX design.

Business Toys Pvt. Ltd


#360 Krishna Kaveri Tower, Double road near Union bank, 

AGB Layout, Chikkabanavara, Hesareghatta Main Road, 

Bangalore, Karnataka (India)


560 090

UI/UX Design

Elementary 
Sketching & 
Wireframing

Prepare to launch 
career

Get basic understanding of tools 
like Figma

and learn to assemble building blocks 
of products.

Certification in UI/UX Design


